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Strategy to Execution Services 

Enterprise Fitness Assessment 
Uncover challenges as to the fitness of an organization to deliver on your digital 
strategy, growth ambition and investment priorities.  

Service at a Glance 

Think of Accelare’s Fitness assessment as a facilitated discovery process to focus necessary actions based on 
your strategies and vision for the future. In just three to four weeks, you uncover alignment issues that often 
derail initiatives at the starting gate. For example, if you’re not clear on your operating model, choices about 
technology platforms can squander precious resources. Poor alignment around your growth ambition or 
business strategy leads to project proliferation without desired results. 

Here’s how it works. Our team of Strategy to Execution experts dig in fast on your existing strategic plan and 
related documents and then they interview key leaders with a laser focus on alignment and capabilities.  
Straw models are drafted and used in a focused and tailored half day workshop. At the end of the workshop, 
we facilitate a discussion to identify, prioritize, and suggest next steps.   

Typical Sponsor/Condition 

C-Suite driven; large transformation is envisioned, unclear digital influence on the extended organization; 
path to execution is unclear. Prior experience is limited in leading change across the organization. 

Case Study: Transformation to a value-based reference laboratory 

The company was at a critical juncture in Lab Medicine. The past several years had seen extensive lab 

consolidation making many level tests a price commodity. In addition, there is a trend for doctors to no 

longer control the test provider, further reinforcing the commodity nature of testing.   

Compounding the problem is the emergence of aggressive specialty labs who are “cherry picking” 

specialty disease testing by creating intellectual 

property which blocks entry and/or aggressive 

direct marketing to specialty doctors. 

The Lab elected to conduct an Enterprise Fitness 

Assessment to coordinate a response to these 

challenges. In just four weeks, the leadership team 

got to the root of some hefty challenges. Among 

them were:  

 Ambiguity on the business strategy front 

was leading to overspending in some areas, 

leaving needed capabilities floundering.  

 Weak understanding of the growth 

opportunity and how to leverage their 

brand to dominate market share was causing market and margin erosion. 
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 Loyalty to the existing organization was in the way of building a new sakes organization around 

new markets 

 Piecemeal efforts to address technologies across a diverse care continuum were largely ill 

designed and doomed to fail. 

The CEO helped facilitate the workshop dialog and immediately scoped out a work effort to get better 

alignment via prioritized capabilities and learn how to enter what turned out to be a multi-billion growth 

opportunity. 

Why Accelare  

1. We are the leaders in Enterprise Fitness assessments and using capabilities to translate strategy 
into aligned and focused actions to deliver the right results.  

2. Our Capability-based approach gets more value from your organization and technology. 
3. We replace hierarchy, function, and command control through our capability-based business 

model platform, WorkFit.  

Accelare S2E Service Catalog 

Service Description (includes cases studies) 

S2E Fitness Assessment Uncover challenges as to the fitness of the organization to deliver on 
your digital strategy, growth ambition and investment priorities.  

S2E Project Support Help your team implement the S2E process in your context whether 
driven by digital transformation, stalled projects, M&As, growth 
ambition, strategic cost take out, new ERP or alignment of IT or HR to the 
business. 

S2E Masterclass Workshop introduces the basic concepts of the S2E Process and its role in 
driving strategy to execution. It is a highly interactive workshop featuring 
industry thought leaders, case studies and content customized for your 
organization. 

Agile PM Help organizations design, recruit, and build their Agile PMO practice to 
rapidly demonstrate real business value. Addresses: Transformation and 
Migration Management, Agile education, dashboards, and PM 
shortages. 

BPR Run and improve the business even when transforming it. We provide the 
critical thinking approaches and problem solving tools to tackle the 
tough problems.  Unlike other BPR/six sigma/lean programs, our 
approach is centered on capability building and alignment. 

 


